extremely well with over 1000 patients
vaccinated. A big thank you to all the surgery staff
and volunteers who helped make the clinic run so
smoothly.
A reminder to our remaining patients who are
eligible for the ‘flu vaccine, our next ‘flu clinic will
be held on Saturday 10 October 2015 - please
make sure you book your appointment as soon as
possible.

W

elcome to the Autumn edition of
The Fordingbridge Surgery News.
Firstly, I would like to express the sadness felt by
the surgery doctors and staff on hearing that
Brigadier John Hickman CBE passed away recently
following a short illness. John worked extremely
hard as Chairman of the Patient Participation
Group (PPG) and we benefitted greatly from his
expert leadership, extensive experience and
wisdom. It was an absolute privilege to have
worked so closely with John and we will miss him
very much. Our thoughts and best wishes are
extended to his family at this difficult time. John’s
widow June would like me to pass on her thanks to
all the doctors, staff and patients who have sent
kind messages of condolence.
The summer months have proved very challenging
for all surgery staff and many patients. The impact
of the national shortage of GPs and nurses and the
well-publicised fact that funding for general
practice is significantly reduced is now being felt
here in Fordingbridge. As many of you will know
from the notices in our waiting rooms, website, on
our telephone system and press releases, this has
meant that some patients have experienced longer
waits for appointments. It is important to the
whole surgery team that you appreciate we are
working together extremely hard, doing all that is
within our power, to improve matters. The good
news is that we have managed to recruit some
excellent new members of staff and you will see
their introductions further on in this newsletter.
We are delighted they have recently chosen to join
our surgery and have already become valued
members of our practice team.
Our first ‘flu clinic this year was held on Saturday
26 September. I am delighted to report this went

We have received positive comments from you
about our previous newsletters and we hope you
enjoy reading this autumn edition. As always we
welcome your comments, so please do contact us
by letter or email.

Michelle Raymond
Practice Manager
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‘A day in the life of …’
A dispenser

T

he day starts early with all the computers
and printers being turned on, the till
prepared and the fridge temperature checked.

So at the end of a hard day I make sure
everything is locked up and secure and tidy up
ready for another busy day within dispensary.

Maxine White

The rest of team arrive ready to open the
dispensary window to patients from 8.30am. The
team comprises of dispensers and clerical staff.
Each day the team follow a rota and this morning
I am dispensing acute prescriptions. This means
medication that is needed that day and
prescriptions given to patients at appointments.
In between dispensing, I assist with sorting of
prescriptions that have been signed by the
doctor on the previous day. I also deal with any
tasks that have been sent by a clinician that need
actioning – on occasions this can be complicated
and takes time out of the dispensing day. I may
also be called upon to assist with patients face to
face, sorting out any queries and ordering any
special medications.
Lunches are staggered so there is always a
dispenser and a clerical member of staff
available.
In the afternoon I am working with stock. The
stock delivery arrives and is unpacked by a
member of the team. All the stock has to be
checked accurately for correct quantities against
the invoices and each item scanned onto the
electronic system. Invoices have to be then filed,
with any controlled drugs (high risk items)
entered correctly onto a separate register. I am
then able to complete any incomplete
prescriptions that need items adding to that
have arrived. On average our dispensary
dispenses approximately 10,000 items per
month.
Today before we close, I have to cash up the till
and credit card machine. All the dispensed paper
prescriptions that have been collected by
patients have to be sorted into piles by
prescribing doctor and counted. If I have any
time at the end of the day, there are always
other jobs to do such as destroying returned out
of date or unused medicines.
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My Professional
Development

A

s part of my professional
development I have recently
successfully completed an eight
month course: The Theory and
Practice of Contraception and
Reproductive Sexual Health. I was keen
to do this course as a considerable number of
the patients I see, ranging from puberty to postmenopausal, attend for contraceptive and sexual
health advice, pre-conceptual advice, cervical
cytology screening, menopause and advice
regarding hormone replacement therapy.
Patients have included both male and female, as
we run a vasectomy service at Fordingbridge
Surgery, and I have been responsible for the
pre-vasectomy counselling.
The course entailed a considerable number of elearning units which required completion prior to
four study days held at Winchester.
Practical experience was gained during clinic
hours where I had to achieve a variety of
competencies and clinical skills. It was not
difficult to complete the practical hours of
experience due to the busy nature of the
surgery! During this time I worked closely with
my mentor, Angela Elling, an advanced nurse
practitioner. I gained invaluable knowledge from
the contraceptive coil/implant clinics she runs
twice monthly. I consulted alone at times and
jointly with Angela.
Theoretical knowledge was judged by the course
tutors. I had to produce a portfolio of hours
worked and topics covered; in-depth reflective
evidence of selected consultations, anonymously
written and linked to current research, to display
my competence. Completion of the course
involved passing both written and oral exams.
Although challenging at times, I thoroughly
enjoyed the course studies.
I have been rewarded with a high level of pass
for my exams and some very complimentary
comments from the lead tutor.
The positive feedback from my course studies
encouraged me to attempt the Faculty Sexual
Reproductive Healthcare electronic knowledge
assessment. I was thrilled to be awarded a pass

which consolidated my studies. It also means
I have completed the theoretical elements
needed to enable me to commence practical
training to fit contraceptive implants and coils in
the future, which would be a natural
progression.
The course has enabled me to consult with an
in-depth knowledge of these specialised areas,
which is of benefit to those I see and gives me
increased job satisfaction. It has taught an
open-minded and sensitive approach to an area
of healthcare many may find embarrassing to
discuss.
I am grateful for the opportunity to study for this
course and for the support from my surgery
colleagues, especially to Angela Elling for her
patience and encouragement throughout!

Sue Sanders, Practice Nurse

Out of
Hours

when not urgent

DIAL
111

TIME FOR SOMETHING NEW?
Why not volunteer at the Fordingbridge
Carer Hub? We meet once a month at
Avonway for 2 hours to offer friendship
and information to local carers and
those they support. We have a rota so
you don’t have to be available every
month. You need to be a good listener, respect
the privacy of others and enjoy meeting people
and sharing your ideas to make Fordingbridge a
Carer Friendly Community.
Call Sara Winteridge on 01425 654426 or email
fordingbridgecarerhub@gmail.com
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Brigadier Henry John
Hickman CBE

E

veryone at the Surgery was very sad to
hear of the death after a short illness of
Brigadier H J Hickman CBE.
John was a man of enormous
integrity who had a strong sense
of
public
duty.
Most
Fordingbridge Surgery patients
will not be aware of all the effort
that John put into the Patient
Participation Group.
It was typical of John that he wrote a strong
and well-argued letter to West Hampshire CCG
just days before he was admitted to Salisbury
Hospice.

C

ongratulations to Dr Janet
McGee, who in May this
year attended the Graduation
Ceremony with her family.
She received her Fellowship
to the RCGP, a certificate and
broach from the President of
the College.
Dr McGee was nominated for this
award by a group of her peers; after 10 months
and numerous committee meetings she
eventually heard about this great honour!

His experience as a senior Army officer, and
later in the world of agricultural business, gave
him an enormous insight into the workings of
NHS bureaucracy and his incisive mind was
quick to spot political speak and "tokenism".
It was no surprise to me that the Fordingbridge
PPG is widely regarded as a model PPG and
much of this is due to John.
On a personal level, I found John to be
excellent company, polite, articulate and
always well informed.
I am sure that you will all join me in sending
condolences and best wishes to his widow June
and her family.

Dr Hywel Morris

Pick up a copy of the
Dispensary Leaflet
from Reception
4
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Dr Toby Wallis swims around Brownsea Island

T

hank you to everyone who sponsored me for Montacute Special Needs School.
Your support has enabled me to raise well over £2,000 for the School. I know the
School, which only has 70 pupils, really appreciate any fundraising as they don’t
have the customer base of a mainstream school.
The swim was on Sunday 2nd August, a fine day with a good wind!

We started en-masse at 10am, 300 swimmers, and there was a lot of jostling initially
with plenty of knocks to the head! I was so preoccupied I forgot to start my GPS!
Once in a rhythm we whizzed along with the tide to the half way mark; trying to
maintain as direct a course as possible (you don’t want to make it any longer than the 6.5km).
Some of my so called swimming mates told me once you get to
Pottery Pier (half way) it gets better, as you are in a rhythm
and heading for the finish! In fact this was far from the
truth. As I rounded the pier I got my first hint of cramp but
managed to kick it out. Moments later the water became
very rough as the aforementioned wind was battling
against the tide. For a while I was pulling with all my
might with little evidence of forward motion and even one
of the numerous crabs on the sea bed was travelling faster
than me!
I had another bout of cramp which required a yelp and a brief stop before I continued.
Once out of the swell I made good progress. It was a sprint to the line with another swimmer beside me
(I lost) and it was all over. I could barely stand for a few seconds but soon recovered with a cup of hot
soup handed to me!
It was a great event and very well organised by the RLSS (voluntary lifeguards of Poole)
Thanks for all your support again

Toby
Or visit

https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/tobywallis1
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T

hank you for helping the staff at Fordingbridge Surgery, by bringing in your surplus medicines and
recycling NHS waste.
Unfortunately, new legislation has recently been introduced which means that when a medicine has been
prescribed it can no longer be returned, due to the risk of fake medicines getting
into the supply chain.
We sincerely hope you will continue to support this recycling initiative with non
-medicine items, which aren’t affected by this legislation. These include
dressings, bandages, nebulisers etc. For a complete list please speak to the surgery
direct.

Patient Confidentiality

C

onfidentiality is key between all surgery staff
and
patients.
Without
absolute
confidentiality, patients may be reluctant to seek
medical advice or to give clinicians the
information needed to provide excellent primary
care.
The surgery would like to remind you that we are
unable to discuss any aspects of patient care
with anyone other than the patient, unless a
‘Consent to Share Medical Information’ form has
been completed by the patient and received at
the surgery.

CONSENT TO SHARE
MEDICAL INFORMATION
FORM
WITH A THIRD PARTY
If you wish to give consent to share your
medical information with a third party, i.e. a
relative, friend or carer, you will need to
complete a

'Consent to Share Medical
Information Form'.
Please contact the surgery or download
the form from the surgery website.
.
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Patron of
The Friends of
The Fordingbridge
Surgery
Murray Walker OBE

About The Friends

O

ur Patients or their relatives often donate
money to the Practice, either as a personal
gift, a bequest or from a fund raising
activity. This is very kind and all these donations
are much appreciated.
The Friends of Fordingbridge Surgery was
established as a registered charity in 2001,
primarily to responsibly manage these donations
in order to provide the best benefit for our
patients.
The Friends have a fund-raising calendar with
enthusiastic volunteers helping at events.
Proceeds are used to fund the buying of
equipment or improving facilities in areas of the
Practice that may not be adequately met by NHS
funding. The Friends' aim is to improve the
experience of patients using the Surgery and to
enhance its facilities to a level of excellence.
Other important work for the Friends is to
maintain an active dialogue with the Patient
Participation Group, and to try to understand
more clearly the areas of the Surgery that may
be improved.
Anyone who would like to be involved with the
Friends would be most welcome and should
contact Mrs Jackie Lydford Chair, via the Surgery,
or call her on 01425 474931.

H

ello everyone, it seems
such a short time since
the last newsletter and here
we are already in Autumn
again. The Friends remain
wholly supportive of the
Surgery needs but we have
not contributed a great deal
more from our last update.
Don’t forget to look at the Friends info on the
screens in the waiting room to keep up to date.
There are projects being mooted in the wings but
as you are aware, the surgery has faced a great
deal of change this year. Consequently, some
matters have gone necessarily on the back
burner in order to allow those important
changes to be managed. Be assured that we
continue to work closely with doctors and staff
and are kept abreast of any medical equipment
requirements which call for our prompt action.
We will keep you informed as things progress.
We are sure that like you, we have been sorry to
see the changes in doctors and partners at the
Surgery but time inevitably marches on and we
all have to march with it. We wish those doctors
who have already moved on, along with any in
the future, the very best of luck and happy times
in their new ventures. To those who have
recently joined and those about to, we look
forward to welcoming them, and hope they
enjoy their time in the Practice.
The next time I write I hope to be able to give
you news of a new Hon. Secretary for the Friends
as an enthusiastic and experienced person has
expressed a wish to see how it all works! It will
be excellent to be able to fill this important role.
Finally, on behalf of The Friends, I must express
our sadness at the passing of a much respected
colleague, namely, Brigadier John Hickman, CBE.
Until recently John was Chair of the PPG and did
an outstanding job of leading them wisely and
with spirit until having to withdraw a short time
ago through ill health. I was personally privileged
to work with him and the group and he was
pivotal to the good relationship that exists
between the Friends and the PPG. John passed
away in September having fought his illness with
dignity to the last. He will be much missed and
we shall be the poorer for his absence. We send

our kindest wishes to his wife and family
together with our thanks for sharing him with us.
As ever, thank you for all your support and a last
reminder to please get in touch if you have any
queries, suggestions or are interested in joining
the Friends.
Until the next newsletter then, kind regards to
you all

Jackie Lydford
Chair of The Friends

Subscription Rates

Subscription rates are as follows, and run from
1st January annually. Please obtain or
download an application form which you can
complete and return to the Surgery.
If you are a UK tax payer, please complete the
Gift Aid Declaration, for which we receive an
additional 25% on what you pay.
Annual
Single £ 5.00
Couple £ 8.00 Why not
10 year

Single £ 20.00
Couple £ 30.00

Life

Single £ 60.00
Couple £100.00

Registered Charity No. 1094882
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The Inner Wheel Club of Fordingbridge
Donation of a Garden Seat

M

embers of the Inner Wheel Club of Fordingbridge met at the
Surgery recently to present their donation of a garden seat
to the community. The Surgery staff and doctors are very grateful
for the donation and the seat has been placed on the grass area
next to the surgery car park for members of the community to
enjoy. Thank you to local builder Richard Newborough who very
kindly put the seat in using his own materials and did this for the
Inner Wheel Club, free of charge.
The Inner Wheel Club of Fordingbridge are not a fundraising
organisation but say they have lots of fun raising money for local
and overseas charities. This small group of ladies meet once a
month in the afternoon at Bridges Café in Fordingbridge High Street
and they would love some new members. If you are interested in
joining the group or if you would like some more information about Inner Wheel, please contact their
President, Eileen Wilson on 01425 652491.

Please help US to help YOU
The GP Partners
AT THE REQUEST OF THE GP
PARTNERS AT FORDINGBRIDGE
SURGERY, UPON BOOKING AN
APPOINTMENT, YOU WILL BE
ASKED TO GIVE AN IDEA OF
THE REASON FOR MAKING THE
APPOINTMENT.
This information will assist our specially trained
receptionists in booking your appointment with
the most appropriate doctor or nurse and to
allocate the correct amount of time for the
appointment.
We appreciate that some patients may not wish
to disclose what type of problem they have and
it is perfectly acceptable to refuse to offer this
information at that time. However, we would
urge you to co-operate as far as you feel able to,
as it is in your best interests that this
information is requested. We would add that
this information is very helpful to all clinicians
and also in preventing appointments being
booked inappropriately.
Thank you for your co-operation.
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Stroke and its’
Prevention
Dr Hywel Morris

O

ver my years as a GP I have learnt that
Stroke is one of the illnesses that most
frightens people. There is fear of loss of
independence and of loss of control and dignity
Stroke is one of the leading causes of death and
disability in this country. Not all strokes cause
the classic one sided paralysis, but all imply some
permanent damage to the brain. Unlike most
organs the brain has very limited ability to repair
itself, so prevention is particularly important.
I am sure that you will be pleased to learn that
there are steps that you can take to reduce your
risk of stroke.
The most important risk factors are high blood
pressure, smoking and an irregularity of the
heart called atrial fibrillation. Raised cholesterol
is another risk factor.
Doctors are often accused of "banging on" about
smoking, but it is one of the leading avoidable
risk factors for illness. We are able to advise on
stopping smoking and both the local Pharmacies
are commissioned by the local health authority
to give free advice to and support those who
wish to stop smoking.
Raised blood pressure is an important risk factor
for stroke and is one of the reasons that we are
keen to check the blood pressure of our patients.
It is not possible to know if your blood pressure
is raised without having it measured as raised
blood pressure in itself causes no symptoms. If
you have raised blood pressure having it treated
will significantly reduce your risk of stroke in the
future.

brain causing strokes. There is very good
evidence that medication to prevent clot
formation
(anti-coagulation)
significantly
reduces the risk of stroke in people with atrial
fibrillation. We are unusual in the area as we
run an "in house" anti-coagulation service at
this surgery (the Warfarin Clinic.) rather than
using the hospital. We were delighted recently
to learn that our results for anti-coagulation are
by a very long way the best in West Hampshire
CCG and this reflects well on all the hard work
that Dr Phil Downes and Angela Elling and their
team put into running this service.
We have well validated tools that allow us to
calculate your risk of heart disease or stroke and
we can use them to help us to advise you if
lowering your cholesterol with medication is
advisable. Please tell us if you have a history in
your family of stroke or heart attacks so that we
can organise a blood test to measure your
cholesterol level if appropriate.
The medical term for Stroke is Cerebrovascular
accident or CVA. The term accident can cause
distress to patients and relatives but it is only a
term, and doesn't imply fault or injury.
Stroke can be regarded as a “Brain attack" and
should be treated with the same urgency as a
suspected heart attack. If you think that you
may be suffering a stroke you should DIAL 999.
Do not be afraid or embarrassed to do this.
See www.stroke.org.uk or www.nhs.uk/actfastr
for lots of useful information.

We have a "self-check" blood pressure machine
in the main waiting room at Fordingbridge
Surgery, where you can easily check your own
blood pressure.
Some people suffer from a condition called atrial
fibrillation which causes an irregular pulse. As a
consequence small clots of blood may be thrown
off by the heart and these can end up in the
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New Faces in the Practice
Dr Stacey Ringham

Anne Ashworth

(University of Leicester 2007)

Advance Nurse Practioner

I

originally grew up in
Cambridgeshire, and trained at
Leicester University where I
graduated in 2007. I love the
outdoors and moved to Poole
for my GP training, where
I met my husband, and enjoyed
many walks around the New
Forest. I have more recently been working
abroad as a GP in New Zealand and in Belize,
volunteering in a remote part of the
jungle. Despite all my travels I love England and
enjoy hiking and horse riding around the area in
my spare time.

Mary Dunn
Lead Practice Nurse
I qualified as an RGN from
Salisbury Hospital in 1983. I
qualified as a midwife in
Birmingham in 1988 and
practised for 13 years parttime. Alongside this I started
working in primary care in
1988. During my 27 years in
primary care in several parts of the
country I have acquired various further
qualifications including: Asthma, Diabetes and
COPD diplomas, Family Planning Certificate and
Minor Illness Specialist.
I have worked in triage and minor illness as well
as practice nursing over the past 8 years and
relish the prospect of the new challenge of
running the nursing team at Fordingbridge.
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I have just started working for the
practice in the same day service.
I have relocated from Preston
Lancashire, where I have been
working
for
approximately
15 years as a Nurse Practitioner.
My husband has been relocated to
BAE systems Weymouth, and we shall living in
Poole.
My career began in South Manchester 28 years
ago, where I trained to be a nurse. My career has
followed my husband around the country,
working at Southmead Hospital Bristol, and then
Royal Preston Hospital. It was at Preston
Accident and Emergency Department, that
I trained to be an Emergency Nurse Practitioner.
I have 3 adult children, 2 of which live in the
South of England.
I began working in General Practice 5 years ago
and have enjoyed the new challenges of working
in more of a community setting. I used to say
that I had moved away from ‘acute care’, but I no
longer use that phrase. I find ‘acute’ to be a
perfect description to describe a day in the life of
an Advanced Nurse Practitioner at a busy
surgery .
My interests outside of work include, riding,
cycling and canoeing. I think I have moved to a
perfect part of the world to pursue all of these.

West New Forest 50 Challenge
Our IT Manager, Mick Smith is preparing to run 50 miles visiting all of the GP
practices which form the West New Forest Locality on
Wednesday 30th March 2016.
This is to raise money for Pancreatic Cancer Research UK and is
in memory of a close friend who died from pancreatic cancer.
Setting off on the Wednesday in the early hours and aiming to
complete the route by around 18:30 on the same day.
Photographs will be taken outside each of the practices with
staff in the background as he visits each one.
If you would like to sponsor Mick please visit - www.justgiving.com/wnf50

Fordingbridge, Lyndhurst, Brockenhurst, Sway, Wistaria,
Webb-Peploe, Chawton House, New Milton HC, Arnewood,
Barton, Twin Oaks, Ringwood, Cornerways, Fordingbridge

Saturday
10 October 2015
Call 01425
653430 to make
an appointment

… on her birthday as well!
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Y

ou may well have read
elsewhere, that Brigadier
John Hickman CBE, who has
successfully led the Steering
Group since April 2011, sadly
passed
away
on
the
11th September, following a
short illness. Our thoughts are with his wife and
family, and the condolences of the PPG, Doctors
and Staff at the Surgery were passed on to the
family.
John brought with him a depth of knowledge and
experience to the role, along with a calming and
diplomatic approach to sometimes very sensitive
issues. His skill and wisdom is going to be a hard
act to follow. It has been a great pleasure to
have worked with him, a true gentleman.
Recent activity included a
joint stand with the
Fordingbridge
Carer Hub and the
Friends
of
Fordingbridge
Surgery, at the
Fordingbridge Fair
in July, where we
increased the number of
patients signed up to email membership of the
wider PPG. Thanks to Sarah Winteridge who
masterminded this, and to those who helped man
the stand during the day.
The PPG are keen to expand the core membership
of the Steering Group, and we have a few ideas as
to how we can accomplish this. If you would like to
speak about this, please contact the Practice
Manager, Michelle Raymond on 01425 653430,
where we can talk you through what is involved.
Meetings are usually held every six to eight weeks,
depending on what is active at the time, along
with one Public Meeting annually.
This is the third newsletter to be published this
year, and from feedback, it is being well received
from patients in general. If you have any
comments, suggestions or even an article you
would consider appropriate for publication, then
please do send it to The Editor, care of the
Surgery. The next newsletter is due at the
beginning of February. Articles, letters or
comments should be in by the end of December
please.
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If you have anything that you wish the PPG to
consider for the general good of the Surgery
and Patients, then we would like to hear from
you. Please remember though that we are not
here to address personal issues, these should be
directed to the Practice Manager.

Martin Smethers
The Aims of the PPG
 Firstly, and probably most importantly, the












PPG is NOT a channel for complaints. There is
a system in place for dealing with any
complaints you may have.
To encourage a positive relationship between
the patients and the Surgery staff, both
medical and administrative.
To have a voice for the patient in the practice
To be realistic about what you can achieve
and to look for small changes that can make a
real difference.
To work constructively and positively to help
identify solutions and to work in partnership
with the practice and other local
organisations.
Carrying out surveys and research to find out
what matters to patients and discussing the
findings with the practice.
To encourage patients to engage in their own
healthcare. To this end it would be wonderful
if, in the future, the group felt able to
continue:
 to organise information sessions on
medical and related topics of interest to
patients;
 to help with the organisation of self-help
groups for patients.

Invitation to any adult patient
Any adult patient is welcome to join the group.
The PPG is conscious that the membership
should reflect all ages and we are particularly
keen to
encourage those patients in the 18
to 30 age range.
Please pick up a leaflet from
either reception area, and
complete the membership
application form that is
attached.

Please tell us what YOU
think?

W

e want to make sure that we
reflect what our Surgery Patients
think about all aspects of the work we do.
Please tell us if there is
something
more,
or
something different, that
you think we should be
doing or asking about.
Patients can contact the
PPG by using the
Surgery email, addressed
to
Poppy Mouland, by telephone,
sending a note or picking
up a leaflet from locations
around the Practice and
sending or handing in the
contact slip.
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Your Letters and
Comments

Royal Parks Half Marathon
Sunday 11th October 2015

“Congratulations to all concerned
with the latest extremely
informative edition of the News!
Wow, what an incredibly
professional production.

s I threatened last year I am taking part in this
event again. This year I am running to raise
money for the Stroke Association
www.stroke.org.uk
My mother
died in 1993 at the age of 65
from a stroke and my father in
law is fighting back from a
stroke he suffered in 2013, so
you will see that I have a deep
personal as well as professional
interest
in
fighting
this
frightening condition.
If you felt like supporting me you can
donate on my Virgin Giving Page on

I'm totally impressed!”

Nick Jones

“This is a brilliant idea; keeping patients up to
date with all aspects of what is happening within
the practice as well as the extra activities the
staff take part in on a personal level – it certainly
helps a feeling of connection on a ‘real’ level and
not just professional.
Keep up the good work.”

Rose Cheesman

“Extremely interesting and informative. Possibly
a brief section on implications of major issues
from the CCG or DOH might be relevant ,so we
might anticipate what changes are being
introduced e.g. 24/7 access to GPs.
Many thanks.”

A

www.virginmoneygiving.comhywelmorrisrpfhm201514508

Even if I don't raise much money I will enjoy myself,
and all donations will be gratefully received by the
Stroke Association.

Rob Hutchinson

Letters for inclusion in the next
edition of the Newsletter should be
submitted to The Surgery, for the
attention of the Newsletter Editor, by the
30th December 2015.
We reserve the right to edit the content to
suit the space available. Name withheld on
request, but must accompany your letter.
Personal issues will not be published.

WE NEED YOUR
HELP PLEASE!
We need volunteers to join our team of
fund raisers.
If you would like to support your Surgery, the
patients, and have useful ideas, suggestions and
are able to help and happy to give a little of your
time, we would love to meet with you!
We know your time is precious and the
commitment to the “Friends” is not onerous but
we do make a difference to patient access, the
general environment and the services and
equipment available to patients.
If you think you could help us in this area, or
would just like to be involved,
you can contact me at home on

01425 474931
and I will be happy to chat with you about
“The Friends”.
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Fordingbridge Carer Hub,
In Sickness and in Health

H

ealth problems affect us all from time to
time and can mean that we rely on our
families and friends to help. We are often very
resilient, we try to look on the bright side and
just get on with things, but depending on
someone and being depended upon is not
always easy – it can take over our relationships
and fill our days with caring tasks and getting to
appointments.
At the Fordingbridge Carer Hub we understand
this and invite ‘informal carers’, and those
dependent on their support, to drop in to our
friendly meetings on the 4th Friday of the month
at Avonway Community Centre from 2 - 4pm.
There is always lots of information about the
different types of community support that are
available and the opportunity to meet other
people, in similar circumstances, who can tell
you what has worked for them. We currently
have regular visits from Ryan Sparrow from Adult
Services, The British Red Cross, The Alzheimer’s
Society and Mike Powell - the Care Navigator
from the surgery - who can offer a wide range of
problem solving knowledge and expertise. But
the ‘real experts’ probably live just around the
corner and will appreciate talking to you and
finding out that they are not on their own.
Recent comments from guests are, ‘’The Carer
Hub has been a great help to us in finding help
for us. Couldn’t have done it without their advice,
it is so nice to come to, we look forward to
coming each month.’’ ‘’I think what you are

doing is fantastic and after trying unsuccessfully
to get someone to listen to me, and take things
seriously for so long, you were more help to me
than anyone’’ ‘’ The helpers are all so kind and
caring towards everyone.’’ ‘’ Very inspirational..
good community spirit, well done to the
volunteers’’
To join us for tea and friendship you can just
‘drop in’ or call the volunteer coordinator,
Sara Winteridge on 01425 654426.

Fordingbridge Carer Hub
‘Fourth Friday’
Carer Drop-ins 2015/ 2016
23rd October, 27th November 2015
( No meeting planned for December )

22nd January and 26th February 2016

2pm – 4pm
in the Avonway Community Centre
The Fordingbridge Surgery News
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Still walking the way … Come and Join Us!

F

ordingbridge Health walks have been taking place every first and third

Thursday of the month since the beginning of the year. The one hour walks
(covering about 2 miles) start at Fordingbridge Library at 10.30am and have been
well attended and enjoyed not only for the health benefits, but also for the social
benefit of meeting new people and getting to know the local area better.
Fordingbridge is full of inter-connecting paths to explore!
A new walker said, ”It is such a friendly group. I often don’t realise that I’ve been walking for an hour
because I’ve been chatting to people. With Healthy Walks I can get out to the surrounding lanes, enjoy
the countryside and get fitter at the same time!”
One walk leader became involved after having had
heart surgery. She said, “after the operation I was
only able to walk for a short time but by walking
every day I increased the distance I was able to
cover and I recovered quickly. I mainly walked on
my own so when I heard about Healthy Walks and
being able to walk at your own pace in a group,
I thought it was a brilliant idea. It is very enjoyable
and keeps you fit as well!.”
The group is planning to offer weekly walks as well as a regular short walks, lasting from 10 to 30
minutes, in the coming months, so are keen to hear from anyone who would like to become a
Volunteer Walk Leader. There is a minimal time commitment per month and all Walk Leaders receive
full training and on-going support and guidance.
For more information visit www.walkingforhealth.org.uk or contact Craig Daters,
New Forest National Park Ranger, on 01590 646 671 or e-mail craig.daters@newforestnpa.gov.uk

We are sorry that you may be experiencing difficulty when you try to book appointments.
The national shortage of GP’s is now affecting us here at Fordingbridge Surgery.
We currently have doctor and nurse shortages and we regret that there are longer delays
for appointments than we would like.
Further information is available on our website,
including self-help advice and local support services including pharmacies.
We fully appreciate how difficult this is for you and are doing our best to improve matters.
Our receptionists will always help you to find the most appropriate appointment.

Thank you
The Fordingbridge Surgery Team
Surgery / Dispensary Email addresses
SURGERY is : fordingbridgesurgery@nhs.net
DISPENSARY is : fordingbridgesurgery.dispensary@nhs.net

www.fordingbridgegps.co.uk
01425 652196

